Abstract
. [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] and interdigital tissues of the limbs of amniotes that do not have webs, are known primarily because their accessibility has allowed experimentation and evaluation [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] 
The importance of cell death was first recognized in developing embryos. Developmental biologists realized that cell death must be under genetic regulation as deregulated cell death generated many mutant phenotypes including both developmental and adult abnormalities. Complete blockage of cell death is lethal in most embryos (though not Caenorhabditis); and cell death starts at very stages of development -as early as eight cell stage -and is essential for organogenesis

. Half to two-thirds of developing neurons die before the completion of development and huge numbers of T-and B-lymphocytes likewise undergo developmental selection. Though the numbers are not so massive, cell death can be seen in almost all other developing organs. Some of the best-known examples, such as the cornea
The machinery of cell death
Studies using mutant animals in which lack of cell death could be overcome with the use of drugs [31] or activation or deactivation of specific genes [32, 33] [42] . Other viruses co-opt host defences, maturing by use of death-associated eukaryotic proteases [43] . Others provoke destruction of B cells or helper cells, thus evading host defences [44] . Many oncogenic viruses inhibit cell death so effectively that mitosis surpasses apoptosis, allowing the tumour to grow and maximizing viral propagation [45] .
leading to its activation) or to important regulators of the threshold at which the cascade is activated, such as the pro-and anti-apoptotic members of the bcl-2 family of regulators, Most of these, whether spontaneously appearing in humans or engineered in rodents, produce phenotypes or diseases consistent with maladjusted patterns of apoptosis. Similarly, somatic mutation of regulators of apoptosis such as p53 considerably darkens prognosis in many cancers. Thus it is clear that regulation of cell death is an important factor in at least two classes of cancer, and many researchers have associated other severe diseases with imperfect regulation of cell death. For instance, excess cell death characterizes several neurodegenerative diseases and congenital neural anomalies, and autoimmune diseases may arise either from stimulation of T cells by apoptotic fragments resulting from chronic inflammation or from failure of the immune system to down-regulate after stimulation (meaning insufficient death of the reacting cells). However, in many or most situations that have sufficient impact to warrant our attention, either the cell death machinery is intact but the threshold at which it is activated has changed -this is true for the B cell lymphomas and p53-exacerbated digestive tract tumours -or the machinery is
This image is relevant to the clinical world because by this interpretation the issue is to explain the failure of the cell to survive in a milieu in which other cells do very well. Death, perhaps conventionally
Fig. 1 The very late appearance of characteristics of apoptosis in metamorphosing insect cells. Upper row: appearance of lysosomes during the involution of the salivary gland of Drosophila, which in our hands has completely collapsed by 13 hrs after the beginning of puparium formation. Monodansylcadaverine detects no resolvable organelles prior to onset of metamorphosis, but by 6 hrs there are numerous perinuclear autophagic vacuoles (arrows) and by 9 hrs the vacuoles fill the cytoplasm (three figures on left). Lysotracker red ® detects modest activity by 9 hrs and large autophagic vacuoles by 12 hrs. Middle row: By 3 hrs into metamorphosis, the fine filamentous actin network, detected by rhodamine phalloidin, has given way to fine granular clumps of actin, which become more pronounced by 9 hrs. By 10 hrs the actin is in vacuoles that appear to be lysosomes, or clustered near the cell membranes. Lower row: Evidence for apoptosis occurs only very late. Both exteriorization of phosphatidylserine as detected by annexin V (left two panels) and appearance of TUNEL-positive nuclei (right two panels) occur
Many [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] . In another example, inhibition of caspases leads to a pronounced notochordal deformation in zebrafish embryos (Fig. 2) .
Some promise for the future?
In spite of the frustrations of the earlier and cruder efforts, there is growing evidence that apoptosisbased therapy will join the medical armamentarium. First, the development of antibodies designed to initiate cell death pathways in specific cells or circumstances [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] . Third, recognition of alternative forms of cell death has led to approaches to address cell death on a broader scale than narrowly as apoptosis [67] [68] [69] .
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